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An  In t e ra g e n c y Ap p ro a c h  t o  
 Vis it o r  Us e  Ma n a g e m e n t
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Visitor use management has been a focus of public land providers for several decades, and there have been various frameworks proposed for evaluating issues and making decisions about how to address them. These frameworks all helped with providing structure and transparency in making difficult decisions about how to manage recreational visitation (amount, type, intensity)However, efforts to apply these early frameworks (Visitor Experience and Resource Protection, Limits of Acceptable Change) were identified as having several limitations:perceived as one size fits all, with a primary focus on carrying capacity (visitation per se)overly resource intensive – requiring extensive data and background research, as well as a cumbersome decision making processThe Interagency Visitor Use Management Council arose to meet some of these concerns. This is a group representing federal agencies, but much of their work is applicable to state or local recreation sites. Since VUM is a top priority for CA State Parks, this was an obvious framework to use. 



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS IVUM FRAMEW O RK

The council’s mission is to provide guidance on 
visitor use management policies and to develop 

le g a lly d e fe n s ib le  a n d  e ffe c t ive  in t e ra g e n c y 
im p le m e n t a t io n  t o o ls  fo r  vis it o r  u s e  

m a n a g e m e n t .

In t e ra g e n c y Vis it o r  Us e  Ma n a g e m e n t  Co u n c il:
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note that the IVUM framework emphasizes defensibility given the federal regulatory and policy contexts; but regardless of whether issues and management approaches might be subject to legal challenge, the goal of having a systematic, sequential, and well documented process for assessing and addressing VUM issues is applicable across the board.The Council’s work is guided by a strong recognition of the constraints recreation providers have related to collecting relevant information and carrying out planning processes.



• The Framework (2016)
• Monitoring Guidebook: Evaluating 

Effectiveness of VUM (2019)
• Visitor Capacity Guidebook (2019)
• Desired Conditions Guidebook: The Heart of 

VUM (2023)

• Embracing the Public Participation Process 
for Developing Desired Conditions: Building 
Relationships for Actionable Knowledge (in 
review)

VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS IVUM FRAMEW O RK

IVUMC To o ls

5 https://visitorusemanagement.nps.gov/VUM/Framework 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We will focus on the framework for this presentation, but all of the IVUMC tools are available on their website. These resources are linked in the toolkit. Monitoring guidebook: -Why and what of monitoring-Developing a strategy-Implementation considerations-Using the dataVisitor capacity guidebook -Defines visitor capacity -Best practices for identifying a visitor capacity-Implementation of visitor capacity management strategy [note: public participation process still in review are still in review]If you are watching this presentation within the VUM Toolkit, a link to the IVUMC framework and tools can be found in this folder. 

https://visitorusemanagement.nps.gov/VUM/Framework


VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS IVUM FRAMEW O RK

Th e  Vis it o r  Us e  Ma n a g e m e n t  Fra m e w o rk
• Bu ild  t h e  Fo u n d a t io n : Understand what needs to 

be done and how to organize the planning effort.

• De fin e  Vis it o r  Us e  Ma n a g e m e n t  Dire c t io n : 
Describe the conditions to be achieved or 
maintained and how conditions will be tracked over 
time.

• Id e n t ify Ma n a g e m e n t  St ra t e g ie s : Describe 
strategies to manage visitor use to achieve or 
maintain desired conditions.

• Im p le m e n t , Mo n it o r , Eva lu a t e , a n d  Ad ju s t : 
Implement management actions and adjust them 
based on monitoring data.
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https://visitorusemanagement.nps.gov/VUM/Framework 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
framework - provides the analytical elements to address VUM opportunities and issues, consistent with law & policy, and within existing agency management processes. Keys to emphasize: all decisions involve trade-offs (e.g., access vs. Natural resources); many strategies and actions are more effective than a narrow focus on use limits; all management decisions are ultimately value judgments – monitoring data don't tell you what you should do.

https://visitorusemanagement.nps.gov/VUM/Framework


VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS IVUM FRAMEW O RK

Un ive rs a ls  in  t h e  Fra m e w o rk
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https://visitorusemanagement.nps.gov/VUM/Framework 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Law: establishes overall agency scope of authority; may create special considerations or requirements depending on enabling legislationPolicies: establishes specific priorities and processes. Together a review of law and policy creates the sideboards for establishing desired conditions for any given parkA very important part of the framework is the idea of a sliding scale of analysis, which we’ll come back to in the next slideThe final universal is the need for public involvement. For some agencies, how this proceeds is dictated by policies, but in other cases there is more latitude for the type and extent of involvement. Public involvement is linked to the sliding scale, as – for any given situation – the nature of the issues and how they might be managed will drive the degree of public concern and contention

https://visitorusemanagement.nps.gov/VUM/Framework


VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS IVUM FRAMEW O RK

Th e  Slid in g  Sc a le
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https://visitorusemanagement.nps.gov/VUM/Framework 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What level of analysis do we need? Level of controversy & potential for litigation --How controversial is this issue? How likely is a lawsuit (or other action) after the decision? (e.g., leash or dog bans – controversial, no glass on beach - less) Impact risk --Are there considerable threats to the quality of resource conditions, such as endangered species, and/or the visitor experience? This is not a question that can be analyzed by data alone – it must be informed by law and policy, as well as public input.Issue uncertainty -- What is the level of uncertainty about the issue? In some cases, there may be a great deal of certainty – we know that parking lots are full every weekend and people are parking along highway shoulders. In other cases, there may be more uncertainty – there are hundreds of people on a popular beach – is this compromising experience quality, or are people perfectly happy? Or a park allows dogs to be off leash – is this causing impacts to wildlife or to the quality of visitor experiences?Stakeholder Involvement -- What is the level of stakeholder interest in the issue? Where stakeholder interest and concern is high, more time and effort will be needed for describing and analyzing the problem, as well as vetting and choosing management alternatives. Ultimately the reason it’s called the sliding scale is that you scale your level of effort/data/analysis to the nature and magnitude of the problem you’re trying to address 

https://visitorusemanagement.nps.gov/VUM/Framework
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VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS

De s ire d  Co n d it io n s , 
In d ic a t o rs , a n d  Me a s u re s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Desired conditions are the heart of VUM



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS
D ESIRED  CO ND ITIO NS, IND ICATO RS, & MEASURES

De s ire d  Co n d it io n s
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• Goal statements about 
• Resource conditions

• Visitor experience

• Park facilities 

• To write, ask yourself: 
• What experience should visitors in 10 years 

expect to find? 

• What do you tell people about this place?

• What is meaningful or appealing about a 

specific zone that differs from others? 



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS
D ESIRED  CO ND ITIO NS, IND ICATO RS, & MEASURES

De s ire d  Co n d it io n s
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Visitors who travel to Big Basin can access the park 
and experience the redwoods rather than being 
turned away. 
Visitation levels are high and encounters with other 
visitors are frequent. 
Visitors experience the awe and splendor of old 
growth redwood trees.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Examples of desired conditions at BBRSPDCs came from the General Plan, a 2022 Reimagining Big Basin Vision SummaryProfessional opinions of park specialists in park planning, natural resources, cultural resources, visitor services, and interpretation and visitor eduction



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS
D ESIRED  CO ND ITIO NS, IND ICATO RS, & MEASURES

12

• Indicators
• Variables that can be measured to track 

desired conditions

• Social, physical, ecological 

• Measures
• Standard unit  

In d ic a t o rs  & Me a s u re s  



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS
D ESIRED  CO ND ITIO NS, IND ICATO RS, & MEASURES

In d ic a t o rs  & Me a s u re s  
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Desired Condition Indicator Measure

Visitors who travel to Big Basin can 
access the park and experience the 
redwoods rather than being turned 
away. 

VAOT

Visitors 
turned 
away

The vehicles present during a parking lot count

Number of vehicles turned away per day

Visitation levels are high and 
encounters with other visitors are 
frequent. 

PAOT

Encounters

Number of people present at an attraction 

Number of people encountered on a hiking trail

Visitors experience the awe and 
splendor of old growth redwood trees.

Visitor 
satisfaction

Mean satisfaction rating

% very/extremely satisfied

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VAOT = vehicles at one timePAOT = people at one time



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS
D ESIRED  CO ND ITIO NS, IND ICATO RS, & MEASURES

Th re s h o ld s
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• What is an acceptable level of impact? 

• Set at the minimally acceptable conditions 
for each indicator

• Based on data and professional judgement

• Might also set triggers ahead of the 
threshold

• Action to prevent further declineIVUMC 2016



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS
D ESIRED  CO ND ITIO NS, IND ICATO RS, & MEASURES
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Desired Condition Indicator Measure Threshold

Visitors who travel to Big 
Basin can access the park 
and experience the 
redwoods rather than 
being turned away. 

VAOT

Visitors 
turned 
away

The vehicles present during a parking 
lot count

Number of vehicles turned away per 
day

The parking lot is less than 85% 
full on 90% of days

Less than 10% of high use 
season days with 5 or more 
vehicles are turned away

Visitation levels are high 
and encounters with 
other visitors are 
frequent. 

PAOT

Encounters

Number of people present at an 
attraction 

Number of people encountered on a 
hiking trail

Less than 100 people are 
present 90% of the days

Less than 30 people 
encountered 90% of the season

Visitors experience the 
awe and splendor of old 
growth redwood trees.

Visitor 
satisfaction

Mean satisfaction rating

% very/extremely satisfied

Mean satisfaction of 1.0 or 
higher on -2 to 2 scale

90% or more satisfied

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thes examples have not been adopted. They are used to illustrate what a threshold might look like for the given indicators and measures
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VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS

Us in g  VUM Da t a  t o  In fo rm  
Ma n a g e m e n t  De c is io n s



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS INFO RMING MANAGEMENT D ECISIO NS

Us in g  Vis it o r  Us e  Mo n it o r in g  t o  In fo rm  

Ma n a g e m e n t  De c is io n s

• VAOT  Reservation System

• POAT  Communications

• Dogs off leash  More staff

• Social Trails  Restoration priorities
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VAOT can inform reservation system specifics- e.g., if a lot with parking reservations is consistently under capacity, you might decide to increase the number of reservations available. POAT can inform your strategy for communicating with visitors- e.g., informing visitors about high and low use timesIf you find high numbers of off leash dogs, you might increase staff presence in the areaAreas with social trails can be prioritized for restoration
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VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS

Us in g  t h e  Fra m e w o rk  w it h  
Lim it e d  Re s o u rc e s  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the main goals of our project is to help provide guidance and tools for units that would like to use the Framework but that have limited time, money, and personnel. Our team has considerable experience with various parks and other areas. The following examples represent trade-offs between data (quantity, representativeness) and available resources, being guided by the spirit of the sliding scale.Both examples monitored indicators related to visitor experience, facility capacity, and resource impacts. 



• Community Science Initiative
￭ Yellowstone National Park
￭ Yellowstone Youth Conservation 

Corps Crews
￭ Oregon State University

VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS YELLO W STO NE EXAMP LE

Vis it o r  Us e  a n d  Re s o u rc e  Mo n it o rin g  a t  
Ye llo w s t o n e  Na t io n a l P a rk  

19 Images: Ashley D'Antonio

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Yellowstone National Park has seen massive increases in recreation in recent years. The park layout and transportation network create bottlenecks, leading to congesting and crowding at various sites, as well as resource impacts (such as social trails or disturbance of wildlife). Monitoring visitor use and associated impact is an important part of visitor use management at YNP.However, monitoring is labor, cost, and time intensive, especially in a large park like YNP. The question was, how can we be creative, thoughtful, and intentional– while being publicly defensible -- in our monitoring approaches with limited resources?The overall project, led by Dr. D’Antonio on our team, developed a suite of measures and monitoring protocols for assessing targeted issues identified by the park. Importantly, the project embraced the ideas of Community Science: Using volunteers or members of the public who collaborate with scientists to conduct research and/or collect data. 



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS YELLO W STO NE EXAMP LE

Ch a lle n g e s
• Different group each week
• Only worked weekdays (8 am – 4 

pm)
• Break between sessions in mid-July

Ad d re s s in g  Ch a lle n g e s
• Hired a consistent intern
• Automatic, continuous trail counter 

data
• Scaled monitoring to skill level 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The YNP project illustrates some of the challenges associated with using citizen scientists to gather data. In this particular case, there was a different group of students each week, which required regular training (and having simple protocols). The youth also only worked weekdays, which meant needing to find logical ways to describe or infer weekend use. Having a break in data collection mid-summer also meant that professional expertise was required to talk about season-long patterns.These challenges were addressed by several steps:Full-time Intern assisting project ensured high-quality data collection and provided consistent on-the-ground “eyes and ears” for the project.Using relatively inexpensive, automated data collection like vehicle counters (in this case, trail counters) can reasonably overcome gaps in data records, if relationships among key variables can be establishedThe data collection techniques were adapted to fit the skills of the field technicians, to ensure that reliable data could be obtained.Note: the methods they had to scale to meet the level of skill of the high school YCC crews was simplifying the encounters protocols data collection and only mapping resource impacts as simple waypoints (vs. mapping social trails as lines and assigning condition class, etc.). That data was then used to inform where park experts and seasonals could best allot their time to mapping. Yellowstone has continued monitoring since 2019; rotating monitoring sites and is focusing on establishing trends BEFORE establishing thresholds. 



• High use area with visitor conflict and 
sensitive habitats 

• Addressed the need for monitoring by:
⚬ Reviewing literature
⚬ Specialist consultations
⚬ Identifying indicators and potential 

measures

VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS GO LD EN GATE EXAMP LE

Go ld e n  Ga t e  Na t io n a l Re c re a t io n  Are a  

Image: Levi Clancy, CC BY-SA 4.0, via Wikimedia Commons
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another example shows how a monitoring program can be tailored to fit into existing staff duties. Dr. D’Antonio and Dr. Hall worked on this project, which is featured as a case study in the toolkit. There’s a long history of tension over visitor use, with GGNRA fundamentally woven into the geography of San Francisco and one of the most heavily used parks in the NPS. The park has always allowed dogs in many units, and in some dogs can be off leash. Additionally, commercial dog walking is permitted. The park wanted to be able to monitor potential impacts on visitor experience as well as sensitive habitats. Because of the controversial issues, Golden Gate was higher on the sliding scale and required a more extensive monitoring effort. Reviewed existing policy, management reports, and published studies. Developed an extensive list of candidate measures, and ran them through a filter of key criteria for choosing monitoring measures. 



Monitoring program development:
⚬ Tested & refined selected 

measures
⚬ Drafted reliable protocols
⚬ Established a feasible data 

collection plan

VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS GO LD EN GATE EXAMP LE

Go ld e n  Ga t e  Na t io n a l Re c re a t io n  Are a  
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Image: Troy Hall

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This led to the selection of a handful of observational measures and a few survey-based measures. Examples include:Dogs off leashDog wastePeople at one timeVisitor experience of conflict (survey)Sampling plan:Had to trade-off staff time and travel logistics  bundling sites for monitoring.Random sampling of weekday and weekend strata through summer  limited initial sampling to identify potential problems. Tiered approach: start with small sample; conduct more intensive data collection later if conditions merit.



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS EXAMP LE
S

Ch a lle n g e s
• 23 park units
• Using existing staff
• Public controversy
• Rare events

Ad d re s s in g  Ch a lle n g e s
• Used publicly acceptable techniques
• Selected key locations
• Ensured reliable field techniques
• Phased intensity of monitoring
• “Packaged” measures

23

GO LD EN GATE EXAMP LE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Challenges:Very large and complex park  need to be efficientLimited staff availabilitySome elements highly controversial (e.g., dogs)Some issue are very rare (e.g., dog bits)  inefficient to monitorLessons learned: Dropped many potential measures – resources & feasibilityPublic acceptability was important (e.g., use of cameras was dismissed)Identified key “indicator locations” for monitoring, rather than randomly sampling locations.Overall: Balancing practical realities with scientific rigor
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VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS

Vis it o r  Us e  Ma n a g e m e n t
To o lk it

• Applied the framework for 
local needs

• Conducted a statewide 
survey of interests

• Building on both for 
statewide tools

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We used what we’ve learned from Big Basin and other VUM projects to create VUM training materials that can be used statewide. We tailored these materials based on your responses during a statewide survey of California Stat Parks staff. 



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS
VUM TO O LKIT

VUM TOOLKIT
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• Webinar recordings

• Mobile Data & Big Data

• Surveys 101

• Attendance Data

• Fact sheets

• Catalog of visitor use monitoring protocols

• Case studies

• Links to resources



VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK & TOOLS CO NTACT

Troy Hall, Oregon State University, Troy.Hall@oregonstate.edu

Ashley D’Antonio, Oregon State University, Ashley.D’Antonio@oregonstate.edu 

Becky Rittenburg, Parks California, brittenburg@parkscalifornia.org

Will Fourt, California State Parks and Parks California, Will.Fourt@parks.ca.gov

Garret Hammack, California State Parks, Garret.Hammack@parks.ca.gov 

Madeline Aberg, Oregon State University, abergm@oregonstate.edu   

Connect with our team:

mailto:Troy.Hall@oregonstate.edu
mailto:brittenburg@parkscalifornia.org
mailto:Will.Fourt@parks.ca.gov
mailto:Garret.Hammack@parks.ca.gov
mailto:abergm@oregonstate.edu
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